Care Plus Group
Leading care in the heart of our community
Quality Account
2019 – 2020
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What is a Quality Account?
Every year, all providers of NHS healthcare are required to produce a Quality Account to inform the public about the quality
of the services they provide. It follows a set structure to enable direct comparison with other organisations.
It enables us to share with the public and other stakeholders:

 What we are doing well.
 Where we can make improvements in the quality of the services we provide.
 How we have involved our stakeholders in evaluating the quality of our services and determining priorities for improvement over the next 12 months.
 How we have performed against our priorities for improvement as set out in our last Quality Account.

Welcome to Care Plus Group
Care Plus Group is an organisation working in communities across North East Lincolnshire. We are a social business that
provides health and social care services to people across North East Lincolnshire to help improve the health and
wellbeing of individuals and enrich their lives.
Care Plus Group is a Community Benefit Society – any profit we make is reinvested back into the development and delivery
of health and social care services ensuring we can constantly evolve and develop the services we offer to our communities.
Care Plus Group provides services right across the communities of North East Lincolnshire, covering Grimsby, Cleethorpes,
Immingham and the surrounding villages. Our services are diverse and are entirely about care and supporting those in
need in our community. Care Plus Group Services include the following:
Community Nursing and Complex Care Nursing
Specialist Palliative and Supportive Services
Specialist Nursing Services
Hospital Discharge Team
Discharge to Assess Beds
Community Cardiology
Community Occupational Therapy & Rehabilitation
Intermediate Care at Home
Primary Care Quayside and Open Door
The Beacon and Cambridge Park Rehabilitation and Re-enablement Unit
Linwood House Drug and Alcohol Rehabilitation Service
Hope Specialist Services – Respiratory COPD and Falls
Community Urgent Care Service
Crisis Response Service
GP out of Hours Service
24 Hour Triage Service
Adult Autism Service
Adult Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) Service
Adult Day Service
Adult Learning Disability Service including Intensive Support Team
Day Services for Older People
Transport Services
Health and Wellbeing Collaboratives
Employability Services
F4 IT Ltd
Head Quarters Core Support Services

“The care and kindness given was so good, everything about Beacon was fantastic.” The Beacon Service
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Statement from the Chief Executive
This year has been another exceptional year for Care Plus Group as we counted another year since
our inception. Whilst not actually occurring in an extensive part of 2019-20 we could not introduce
this report without commenting on the occurrence of COVID-19 and the impact of this. We first became aware of COVID-19 in January 2020 when we began our planning in order to tackle the effects
of the virus and then with the national lockdown from 23/03/2020 we entered an unprecedented
phase in both our national history and Care Plus Group’s history. A number of services had to close
very quickly, other services were working in very different ways with many staff working from home.
The introduction of the need for widespread PPE and social distancing was extremely strange at first
but we have become more accustomed to this over time.
Whilst we will report in detail on our response to COVID-19 in our next year’s Annual Report we would like to pay tribute here
to all Care Plus Group staff and managers’ combined efforts in tackling COVID-19, working in different ways during what was a
very stressful period. Our response as an organisation has been outstanding, working together across CPG and also as part of a
wider health and care system both within North East Lincolnshire and wider across the Humber Coast and Vale STP. Everyone
has gone above and beyond what could be expected of them without exception. We are extremely proud as a Board of Care
Plus Group and what we have managed to achieve during this period.
The acquisition of Cambridge Park in January 2020 has caused a huge amount of activity in recent months, in particular what
followed as a result of COVID-19 was an extremely busy time with getting the facility operational so quickly but it was fortuitous
that we could have it refurbished so quickly as part of the emergency effort. Our thanks to the whole range of staff from across
frontline services – Hope; Intermediate Care at Home, Day Services in particular and other services such as Estates, Finance, HR
Employability, F4 IT Ltd for working together to get this project up and running in an unbelievably short period of time.
This year more than ever we are aware of the high quality services which continue to be in place across Care Plus Group because of the commitment and enthusiasm of our staff, managers and volunteers who do such a fantastic job, often in extremely
challenging circumstances.
Our persistent very positive CQC ratings continue to evidence the quality of our services. Open Door and Quayside which started at a low baseline when we acquired them are both now rated Good overall and Good in all categories. This reflects the hard
work and commitment of our Primary Care staff, especially in the light of the challenges they experience in delivering services
in one of the most deprived areas nationally and the specific services provided through Open Door.
We know that the people who use our services highly value what we do – our Customer Satisfaction rating was yet again very
high i.e. 98% of those who used our services described their experience as either excellent or good.
Our staff recognise and value the skills and experience of their colleagues as 96% of them have told us that they would recommend it a place to receive care and treatment.
We have also yet again had successful validations during the year for the internationally recognised quality standard ISO 9001
and 27001.
Our charity, Care Plus Group Charitable Trust, has increased considerably in its activity over the past year with an increased
number of donations being made very quickly to benefit those in our local communities. Care Plus Group supports this via an
annual donation but considerable funds are also added to the charitable trust via fundraising and donations.
Finally we would like to thank our Governors who have had a very active year! We pride ourselves on innovation and our Staff
Governors have been extremely active in the past year developing new ideas and initiatives and becoming more involved in
new areas of work. This has been a very welcome development, many thanks to all of our Governors.
We hope that you find our annual report for 2019-20 to be an interesting and informative read and that it provides you with an
insight into our key achievements and activities over the past year. Also, if you have any comments you would like to make
after having read it, please let us know!

Jane Miller
Care Plus Group Chief Executive
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Statement of Assurance from the Board
The directors are required under the Health Act 2009 and the National Health Service
(Quality Accounts) Regulations to prepare Quality Accounts for each financial year.
In preparing the quality report, directors are required to take steps to satisfy themselves
that:










The content of the quality report meets the requirements set out in the NHS supporting guidance for quality
reports 2019/20.
The content of the quality report is consistent with internal and external sources of information including:
- Board minutes and papers for the period April 2019 to March 2020
- Papers relating to quality reported to the Board over the period April 2019 to March 2020
- Feedback from Commissioners
- Feedback from Governors
- Patient Feedback for April 2019 to March 2020
- Staff Feedback for April 2019 to March 2020
- CQC reports across the organisation
The quality report presents a balanced picture of the performance over the period covered.
The performance information reported in the quality report is reliable and accurate.
There are proper internal controls over the collection and reporting of the measures of performance included in
the quality report, and these controls are subject to review to confirm that they are working effectively in
practice.
The data underpinning the measures of performance reported in the quality report is robust and reliable, conforms to specified data quality standards and prescribed definitions and is subject to appropriate scrutiny and
review.
The quality report has been presented in accordance with NHS Improvement’s annual reporting manual and support guidance.

The directors confirm to the best of their knowledge and belief they have complied with the above requirements in preparing the quality report.

Colin Childs
Chairman of the Board

“Can’t fault the care and also the respect and
consideration I received from every single member of your team.”
Community Nurses Feedback
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Quality Priorities for 2019 - 2020

Care Plus Group continues to play a key role in the delivery of health and social care in North East Lincolnshire, working
with our partners to ensure that services are personalised for all individuals, meeting their specific requirements.
As in last year’s Quality Account, Care Plus Group’s priorities for the coming year have been grouped under the five quality dimensions reflected in the NHS Outcomes Framework 2019/20. This allows us to demonstrate our goals, and what we
need to do to achieve these targets.

Quality Dimensions:
 Preventing people from dying prematurely
 Enhancing quality of life for people with long-term conditions
 Helping people to recover from episodes of ill health or following injury
 Ensuring that people have a positive experience of care
 Treating and caring for people in a safe environment and protecting them from avoidable harm
This year the Quality Account also splits our priorities between those agreed with our Commissioner and those identified
as part of our own Strategic Objective Framework.

“I’m very happy, I love it.”
Day Support Service
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Commissioner Agreed Priorities (CQUINs) 2019 - 2020
The priorities below were based on goals identified within our CQUIN Framework and
agreed with our Commissioners for 2019-2020. Here is what we had achieved by the end of
the year:
Indicator
CQUIN
CCG 2

Description
Improving the
uptake of flu
vaccinations for
frontline staff.

Target
80% of frontline clinical staff to
receive vaccination.

2019-2020 End of Year Return
As of the end of Quarter 4, CPG met 60.91%
compliance.

CQUIN CCG 3, Alcohol and
Tobacco Brief Ad3b & 3c
vice.

CQUIN removed as deemed not suitable for Care Plus
Screening for alcohol and
Group services.
tobacco advice given – The
Beacon/Mental Health Liaison. To
be monitored by the Clinical
Commissioning Group and
monthly data over four months to
be inputting on the ImmForm
Website.

CQUIN CCG 7

Satisfy 3 separate
requirements with Inpatients
aged 65+ with stays of at least 48
hrs. Target = 25-80%.

Three High Impact
Actions to Prevent
Hospital Falls.

Quarter 3's results were submitted to the
National CQUIN collection tool, and the result
achieved was 91.23% which superseded the
target considerably.
Quarter 4's results were submitted to the
National CQUIN collection tool, and the result
achieved was 91.49% which again superseded
the target considerably.

CQUIN CCG 9

Stroke 6 Month
Reviews.

Achieving 55% of eligible stroke
survivors receiving a six month
follow up within 4-8 months of
their stroke.

This requirement was fully met by the service.
100% of all eligible patients received a follow up
within the timescales required.

It has been confirmed that CQUINS are suspended for 2020-2021. However, there will be local monitoring of
the Flu Vaccination Programme.

“Very friendly staff and excellent care
throughout”.
Stroke Service Feedback
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Audits
Audits Scheduled 2020-2021

Audits Completed 2019-2020
Audit Type

Audit Type

Completed

Scheduled

Clinical

20

Clinical

44

Non-Clinical

15

Non-Clinical

8

ISO

9

ISO

9

External

1

External

1

CQC

6

CQC

6

Overall Total

51

Overall Total

68

A range of clinical and non-clinical audits are undertaken each year within Care Plus Group. Audits include those required
to fulfil national requirements, those required to ensure internal compliance, those resulting from Serious Incident
Investigations and those that have been locally agreed with our commissioners.

During the 2019-2020 audit year, some audits were put on hold due to structural changes and staff shortages within the
Quality, Regulation and Improvement Team.

Financial Audit
An independent audit of our financial statements for the year ended 31st March 2020 has been carried out.
They have audited the financial statements of Care Plus Group (North East Lincolnshire) Ltd which comprise an income
and expenditure account, balance sheet, statement of cash flows and notes to the financial statements, including a
summary of significant accounting policies. The financial reporting framework that has been applied in their preparation
is applicable law and United Kingdom Accounting Standards, including Financial Reporting Standard 102 The Financial
Reporting Standard applicable in the UK and Republic of Ireland (United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting
Practice).
They conducted the audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (UK) (ISAs (UK)) and applicable
law. They are independent of the society in accordance with the ethical requirements that are relevant to our audit of
the financial statements in the UK, including the FRC’s Ethical Standard, and they have fulfilled their other ethical
responsibilities in accordance with these requirements. They believe that the audit evidence they have obtained is
sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for their opinion.
In their opinion the financial statements:

 Give a true and fair view of the state of the Society’s affairs as at 31 March 2020 and of its income and
expenditure for the year then ended;

 Have been properly prepared in accordance with United Kingdom Generally Accepted Accounting Practice;
 Have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Co-operative and Community Benefit Societies
Act 2014;

 Have reported on matters of going concern and believe that it is appropriate to prepare the financial statements
on a going concern basis.
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ISO QUALITY 9001:2015
Successful ISO Quality 9001:2015 External Audit - Excellent News!
Care Plus Group made the decision to transfer from ACS Registrars Ltd to officially being registered with the British Assessment Bureau for ISO Quality 9001:2015 and on the 18th and 19th September 2019 we successfully achieved our 3 year
recertification external audit with no non-conformance or observations.
Recertification Audit Objectives:







to confirm that the management system conforms with all of the requirements of ISO 9001:2015;
to confirm the scope statement represents the organisation's certified activities on the Certificate of Registration;
to confirm that the organisation has effectively implemented ISO 9001:2015;
to confirm that the Management System is capable of achieving the organisation’s policies and objectives;
to review links between the internal audits, management reviews and continuous improvement.

Care Plus Group now has the following ISO Quality 9001:2015 Scoped Services within the remit of the registration, with
exciting plans to extend scope further:

KP01

Intermediate Care at Home

KP02

Community Urgent Care Team

KP03

Discharge Team

KP04

Telephone Triage Service

KP05

Beacon Intermediate Care Facility

KP06

Macmillan Team

KP07

Haven Team

KP08

Community Nursing Teams

KP09

Employability Services

Why is this important to Care Plus Group?
ISO 9001:2015 is an international standard dedicated to Quality Management Systems (QMS). It outlines a framework for
improving quality and a vocabulary of understanding for any organisation looking to provide services that consistently meet
the requirements and expectations of its patients, service users and other relevant interested parties. It provides us with
the strategic tools we need to gain a competitive advantage through safe, reliable and trustworthy services.
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ISO (Continued)
ISO 27001 Excellent External Audit Results—F4 IT
F4 IT underwent an external audit on our ISO 27001 certification and we are proud to announce
that we achieved an excellent result with no areas requiring improvement or non-conformance
identified.
This certification helps assure that Care Plus Group's IT systems and data are being managed to the

Recertification Audit Objectives:







to confirm that the management system conforms with all of the requirements of BS EN ISO/IEC 27001:2017;
to confirm the Scope statement represents the organisation's certified activities on the Certificate of Registration;
to confirm that the organisation has effectively implemented BS EN ISO/IEC 27001:2017;
to confirm that the Management System is capable of achieving the organisation’s policies and objectives;
to review links between the internal audits, management reviews and continuous improvement.

Scope of Certification:

 the protection of information for the delivery of I.T. support services and storage of data for clients in North East
Lincolnshire;

 services are managed from a single location; data is stored within a primary remote data centre and a secondary
remote data centre connected by a high capacity link supporting replication between the two;

 the boundaries of the ISMS are defined within the physical locations and the end points of the internal and external
networks controlled by F4 IT Ltd.;

 the technology supporting the services consists of physical files servers, firewalls and supporting MPLS network
elements.

Data Protection and Security Toolkit
Individual Data Security and Protection Toolkit returns for the period of 1 April 2019 to 1 September 2020 were submitted
for the following organisations:






Care Plus Group
Primary Care - Open Door
Primary Care - Quayside
Fairways Care Home

All organisations completed all mandatory evidence items in order to meet our contractual obligations.
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Duty of Candour
Despite our best efforts, mistakes occasionally happen. Although there are numerous safety
checks to ensure that these do not affect service users, sometimes these systems breakdown and
service users may be harmed whilst in our care. In the very unlikely event that this happens, we
are committed to being open and honest with our service users and their carers and relatives. We
will always share our understanding of why the incident happened and how we plan to reduce the
chances of the same mistake happening again.

Duty of Candour Incidents 2019-20
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Care Quality Commission (CQC)
We are proud to say that all of our CQC registered services are currently rated as “Outstanding” or “Good”.
The Care Quality Commission Fundamental Standards remain the same. The organisation continues with internal CQC
Champions quarterly meeting and provides monthly updates on the latest CQC news. All internal reviews continue on a
yearly basis within the organisation.

Awaiting Inspection

“Staff dealt with patients with
kindness and respect and involved them in decisions about
their care”
Open Door CQC Inspection Report
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Staff Feedback
Unfortunately, we were not able to undertake the 2019-2020 staff survey due to the
Coronavirus (Covid-19) pandemic.
We did however ask staff to complete the Friends and Family Test in September
2019. Staff were asked how likely they were to recommend Care Plus Group to
Friends and Family both as an organisation to receive care/treatment from, and as
an organisation to work for. Here are the results:

How likely are you to recommend Care Plus Group to Friends and Family if they needed
care or treatment?

90.24%
Not Answered

Of respondents either extremely likely
or likely to recommend Care Plus
Group to friends and family if they
needed care or treatment

Don’t Know
Extremely Unlikely
Unlikely
Neither Likely nor Unlikely
Likely
Extremely Likely
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10

15

20

25

How likely are you to recommend Care Plus Group to Friends and Family as a place to work?

89.74%

Not Answered
Don’t Know

Of respondents either extremely

Extremely Unlikely
Unlikely

likely or likely to recommend Care
Plus Group to friends and family as a
place to work

Neither Likely nor Unlikely
Likely
Extremely Likely
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And here are some of the positive feedback comments from the Staff Friends and Family Test:

“Great team, great culture
and accepts diversity of
people. Excellent!”

“High standards of
person centred care.”

“Care and support is
second to none.”

“It is a very warm, inviting, accepting
environment and work culture but
also centres on efficiency and proper
procedure.”
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Workforce Race Equality Standard (WRES) Data
WRES Questions
Percentage of staff experiencing harassment, bullying or
abuse from patients, relatives or the public in last 12
months.
Percentage of staff experiencing harassment, bullying or
abuse from staff in the last 12 months.
Percentage believing that CPG provides equal opportunities for career progression or promotion.
In the last 12 months have you personally experienced
discrimination at work from any of the following?
(manager/team leader or other colleagues)

%

Not
Disclosed
Count

Not
Disclosed
%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

4.83%

0

0.00%

0

0.00%

173

64.31%

6

100.00%

5

50.00%

7

2.60%

0

0.00%

1

10.00%

White

White

BME

BME

Count

%

Count

3

1.12%
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Service User Experience
Each quarter, a centrally managed survey is sent out to a selection of Care Plus Group service users to gather their opinions
and ultimately use their views to improve our services. Below are just some examples of positive feedback given in the
past year:

“Explained everything,
friendly and efficient”
Intermediate Care at Home

“The level of care provided
was exceptional. I cannot
thank the carers enough.”
Haven Team/Marie Curie

“They are compassionate, caring and understanding. They are all lovely people
and I appreciate all they do for me”
Day Opportunities
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Complaints
As an organisation dedicated to providing high quality care, Care Plus Group regards complaints as valuable opportunities
to learn lessons and improve our services. During 2019-2020, we received a total of 81 complaints across all services. 60 of
these were informal complaints and the remaining 21 formal. The three most frequent causes for complaint were:



Staff attitude / behaviour



Clinical treatment



Overall care
Complaints by Subject
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Compliments
A total of 584 compliments were received during 2019-2020. Because an individual compliment can refer to more than
one service, a total of 609 compliments were received across all services during the year.

Compliments Received 2019-2020
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Review of 2018-2019 Quality and Performance Measures
Care Plus Group has strategic priorities in place which provides the framework for all governance processes for the organisation in order to drive, support and monitor all areas of our business:

A quarterly performance report is produced for the Care Plus Group Board and Integrated Governance Committee as well as for commissioners. These reports illustrate where Care Plus Group is against the targets that are set and detailed the achievements that are
delivered.
Measures were highlighted within the last year’s Quality Account for closer scrutiny during 2019/2020:

Identified Priority

Year End Achievement
Friends and Family test – Extremely likely or likely to recommend Care Plus Group as a place to receive
services – 95% for year ending 31.03.2019.

Customer centred, safe,
high quality delivery

Customer satisfaction rating – 95% for year ending 31.03.2019.
Delivery of internal audit programme and successful external accreditation.
Feedback from customers following an incident which is subject to the duty of candour to ensure they
felt informed and supported and understood the outcome.
Expanded CPG Funded training programme in view of Health Education England cuts.
2.3% of apprentices employed across CPG 31.03.2019.

Sustainability and
Growth

Expansion of mobile working.
Expansion of our use of clinical systems.
Refresh of website.
Performance – achieving a minimum of good in all CQC inspections.

Staff who feel valued
and are proud to belong
to Care Plus Group

Staff survey – do you feel that there is fair and effective leadership in place across CPG 80% 31.03.2019.
Staff Survey – do you feel valued, and are staff opinions and views considered – 90% 31.03.2019.
Staff Survey – do you feel able to introduce new ideas? 75% 31.03.2019.
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Comment from North East Lincolnshire
Clinical Commissioning Group

On behalf of North East Lincolnshire Clinical Commissioning Group (NELCCG) we would like to thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on the Care Plus Group Quality Account for 2019-2020.
It is encouraging to read that Care Plus Group made the decision to officially being registered with the British Assessment Bureau for ISO Quality 9001:2015 and that CPG have successfully achieved the 3 year recertification external audit
with no non-conformance or observations.
It is also a real positive that all of the CPG Care Quality Committee registered services are currently rated as
“Outstanding” or “Good” and that there are internal CQC Champions who meet regularly to ensure that high quality
standards are maintained.
It is acknowledged that CPG were not able to undertake the 2019-2020 staff survey due to the Coronavirus (Covid-19)
pandemic. However, it is encouraging to read that staff were asked to complete the Friends and Family Test in September 2019 and that over 90% of respondents were either extremely likely or likely to recommend Care Plus Group to
friends and family if they needed care or treatment.
It is positive to read that each quarter, a survey is sent out to a selection of Care Plus Group service users to gather their
opinions and ultimately their views are used to improve the services delivered and that over 600 compliments were received across all of the CPG services during the year.
The CCG would like to commend CPG for the development of a quarterly performance report which is produced for the
Care Plus Group Board and Integrated Governance Committee as well as for commissioners. These reports illustrate
where Care Plus Group is against the targets that are set and detail the achievements that are delivered. This assurance
report is well received at the monthly CCG / CPG monthly quality contract meetings.
The acquisition of Cambridge Park by CPG in January 2020 is a welcome addition to the service provision of North East
Lincolnshire and has seen a great deal of activity already, in particular what followed as a result of COVID-19 and CPG
are to be congratulated on the efficiency of getting the facility refurbished and operational within such a short period of
time. We look forward to hearing the developments and service transformation that accompanies Cambridge Park.
We confirm that to the best of our knowledge the report is a true and accurate reflection of the quality of care delivered
by Care Plus Group, and that the data and information contained in the report is accurate.

John Berry
Quality Assurance Lead
North East Lincolnshire Clinical Commissioning Group
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How to Provide Feedback on the
Quality Account

Care Plus Group welcomes any feedback in relation to the contents of the Quality Account. We hope
we have made it as easy as possible for you to contact us by offering as many options as possible.
If you have any issues, questions, concerns or recommendations in relation to this report, please contact
the Care Plus Group Quality, Regulation and Improvement Team via any of the methods below and we
will ensure that the most appropriate person responds to you as quickly as possible.
In Writing:
Quality, Regulation and Improvement Team
Care Plus Group
The Val Waterhouse Centre
41-43 Kent Street
Grimsby
North East Lincolnshire
DN32 7DH
Email:

CPG.CareplusAssure@nhs.net

Telephone:

01472 266966

Webpage:

www.careplusgroup.org

Facebook:

https://www.facebook.com/careplusgroup

Twitter:

https://mobile.twitter.com/CarePlusGroup
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